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World War II brings together six remarkable young flight nurses, who face the challenges of war and its many heartbreaks and
victories as unsung heroes, in this inspiring novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel. Audrey Parker’s life
changes forever when Pearl Harbor is attacked on December 7, 1941. Her brother, a talented young Navy pilot, had been
stationed there, poised to fulfill their late father’s distinguished legacy. Fresh out of nursing school with a passion and a born gift
for helping others, both Audrey and her friend Lizzie suddenly find their nation on the brink of war. Driven to do whatever they can
to serve, they enlist in the Army and embark on a new adventure as flight nurses. Risking their lives on perilous missions, they join
the elite Medical Air Evacuation Transport Squadron and fly into enemy territory almost daily to rescue wounded soldiers from the
battlefield. Audrey and Lizzie make enormous sacrifices to save lives alongside an extraordinary group of nurses: Alex, who longs
to make a difference in the world; Louise, a bright mind who faced racial prejudice growing up in the South; Pru, a selfless leader
with a heart of gold; and Emma, whose confidence and grit push her to put everything on the line for her patients. Even knowing
they will not achieve any rank and will receive little pay for their efforts, the “Flying Angels” will give their all in the fight for
freedom. They serve as bravely and tirelessly as the men they rescue on the front lines, in daring airlifts, and are eternally bound
by their loyalty to one another. Danielle Steel presents a sweeping, stunning tribute to these incredibly courageous women,
inspiring symbols of bravery and valor.
In Danielle Steel’s beloved #1 New York Times bestselling novel, two strangers meet unexpectedly and fall in love in the City of
Light. As president of a major pharmaceutical empire, Peter Haskell has everything: power, position, and a family that means
everything to him. Compromise has been key in Peter Haskell’s life, and integrity is the base on which he lives. Olivia Thatcher is
the wife of a famous senator. She has given to her husband’s ambition and career until her soul is bone-dry. She is trapped in a
web of duty and obligation, married to a man she once loved and no longer even knows. Accidentally, they meet in Paris. Their
totally different lives converge for one magical moment in the Place Vendôme, as Olivia carefully, silently, steps out of her life and
walks away. Peter follows her, and in a café in Montmartre, their hearts are laid bare. Peter, once so certain of his path, is
suddenly faced with a professional future in jeopardy. Olivia is no longer sure of anything except that she can’t go on anymore.
Five days in Paris is all they have. They go back to their separate lives, but nothing is the same. Everything they believe is put on
the line, until they each realize they must stand fast against compromise and face life’s challenges head-on. Danielle Steel’s
classic novel is about honor and commitment, love and integrity—and the strength to find hope again. Five Days in Paris will
change your life forever. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Danielle Steel's Hotel Vendome.
After his death, three sisters discover a new side to their father when his bequests give them the power to pursue their dreams,
while their brother is forced to face reality as an adult.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This vibrant, tender, and moving tale pulses with the excitement of New York City, as
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Danielle Steel explores twists of fate, and the way that sometimes, in special places, friends can be the family we need most. They
come together by chance in the heart of New York City, four young women at turning points in their lives. Claire Kelly finds the
walk-up apartment—a spacious loft in Hell’s Kitchen. But the aspiring shoe designer needs at least one roommate to manage it.
She meets Abby Williams, a writer trying to make it on her own, far away from her successful family in L.A. Four years later,
Morgan Shelby joins them. She’s ambitious, with a serious finance job on Wall Street. Then Sasha Hartman, a medical student
whose identical twin sister is a headline-grabbing supermodel. And so the sprawling space, with its exposed brick and rich natural
light, becomes a home to friends about to embark on new, exhilarating adventures. Frustrated by her ultra-conservative boss,
Claire soon faces a career crisis as a designer. Abby is under the spell of an older man, an off-off-Broadway producer who exploits
her and detours her from her true talent as a novelist, while destroying her self-confidence. Morgan is happily in love with a
successful restaurateur who supplies her roommates with fine food. At her office, she begins to suspect something is off about her
boss, a legendary investment manager whom she’s always admired. But does she even know him? And Sasha begins an all-workno-play residency as an OB/GYN, as her glamorous jet-set sister makes increasingly risky decisions. Their shared life in the
apartment grounds them as they bring one another comfort and become a family of beloved friends. Unexpected opportunities
alter the course of each of their lives, and as they meet the challenges, they face the bittersweet reality that in time, they will
inevitably move away from the place where their dreams began.
Why are we obsessed with the things we want only to be bored when we get them? Why is addiction perfectly logical to an addict?
Why does love change so quickly from passion to indifference? Why are some people die-hard liberals and others hardcore
conservatives? Why are we always hopeful for solutions even in the darkest times—and so good at figuring them out? The answer
is found in a single chemical in your brain: dopamine. Dopamine ensured the survival of early man. Thousands of years later, it is
the source of our most basic behaviors and cultural ideas—and progress itself. Dopamine is the chemical of desire that always asks
for more—more stuff, more stimulation, and more surprises. In pursuit of these things, it is undeterred by emotion, fear, or morality.
Dopamine is the source of our every urge, that little bit of biology that makes an ambitious business professional sacrifice
everything in pursuit of success, or that drives a satisfied spouse to risk it all for the thrill of someone new. Simply put, it is why we
seek and succeed; it is why we discover and prosper. Yet, at the same time, it's why we gamble and squander. From dopamine's
point of view, it's not the having that matters. It's getting something—anything—that's new. From this understanding—the difference
between possessing something versus anticipating it—we can understand in a revolutionary new way why we behave as we do in
love, business, addiction, politics, religion—and we can even predict those behaviors in ourselves and others. In The Molecule of
More: How a Single Chemical in Your Brain Drives Love, Sex, and Creativity—and will Determine the Fate of the Human Race,
George Washington University professor and psychiatrist Daniel Z. Lieberman, MD, and Georgetown University lecturer Michael
E. Long present a potentially life-changing proposal: Much of human life has an unconsidered component that explains an array of
behaviors previously thought to be unrelated, including why winners cheat, why geniuses often suffer with mental illness, why
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nearly all diets fail, and why the brains of liberals and conservatives really are different.
In her 37th bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells the compelling story of a woman who must struggle to overcome a shattering
betrayal, and the cruelest kind of malice. At seventeen, the night of her mother's funeral, Grace Adams is attacked. It is not the first
time, and a brutal crime ensues. And to everyone's horror, Grace will not tell the truth. She is a young woman with secrets too
horrible to tell, with hurts so deep they may never heal. She is also beautiful enough for men to want her no matter how much she
does not want them. Whatever the outcome, Grace Adams will have to live with whatever happened during those terrible years.
After a lifetime of being a victim, now she must pay the price for other people's sins. From the depths of an Illinois women's prison
to a Chicago modeling agency to a challenging career in New York, Grace must carry the past with her wherever she goes. And in
healing her own pain, she reaches out to battered women and children who live a nightmare she knows all too well. When Grace
meets Charles Mackenzie, a New York lawyer, she has found a man who wants nothing from her-except to heal her, to hear her
secrets, and to give her the family she so desperately wants. But, with happiness finally within her grasp, and precious loved ones
to protect, Grace is at her most vulnerable-in danger of losing everything to a vicious tabloid press and an enemy from her past, an
enemy bent on malice at all costs. With rare insight and power, Danielle Steel writes this extraordinary woman's story, portraying
her struggle to triumph over malice and betrayal, and to transform a lifetime of pain into a blessing for others. Revealing both the
stark reality of domestic abuse and the healing power of love, Malice, is more than superb fiction. It is a piece of life.
Falling victim to an explosion in the heart of Paris, legendary film and stage actress Carole Barber awakens, only to have lost her
memories of herself, her career, and her family, and must struggle to put the pieces of her life back together, healing old wounds
and recapturing a lost love in the process. Reprint.
Her life shattered by her boyfriend's infidelity, movie director Tallie Jones also discovers that one of her closest associates has
been stealing from her for years, and partners with a dashing FBI agent to identify a hidden enemy.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Something Borrowed comes a novel that shows how someone with a ‘perfect life'
can lose it all—and then find everything. Darcy Rhone thought she had it all figured out: the more beautiful the girl, the more
charmed her life. Never mind substance. Never mind playing by the rules. Never mind karma. But Darcy's neat, perfect world turns
upside down when her best friend, Rachel, the plain-Jane "good girl," steals her fiancé, while Darcy finds herself completely alone
for the first time in her life...with a baby on the way. Darcy tries to recover, fleeing to her childhood friend living in London and
resorting to her tried-and-true methods for getting what she wants. But as she attempts to recreate her glamorous life on a new
continent, Darcy finds that her rules no longer apply. It is only then that Darcy can begin her journey toward self-awareness,
forgiveness, and motherhood. Emily Giffin's Something Blue is a novel about one woman's surprising discoveries about the true
meaning of friendship, love, and happily-ever-after. It's a novel for anyone who has ever, even secretly, wondered if the last thing
you want is really the one thing you need.
“They say comedy equals tragedy plus time: This very funny account of an often miserable childhood is proof.” --People “What a
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strong, funny, heartbreaking memoir, with a voice that is completely its own (written by a woman who very much seems to be
completely her own, as well.) I loved it.”--Elizabeth Gilbert, New York Times bestselling author of Big Magic and Eat, Pray, Love
An uproarious, moving memoir about a grandmother’s ferocious love and redefining what it means to be family “If you fight that
motherf**ker and you don’t win, you’re going to come home and fight me.” Not the advice you’d normally expect from your
grandmother—but Danielle Henderson would be the first to tell you her childhood was anything but conventional. Abandoned at ten
years old by a mother who chose her drug-addicted, abusive boyfriend, Danielle was raised by grandparents who thought their
child-rearing days had ended in the 1960s. She grew up Black, weird, and overwhelmingly uncool in a mostly white neighborhood
in upstate New York, which created its own identity crises. Under the eye-rolling, foul-mouthed, loving tutelage of her
uncompromising grandmother—and the horror movies she obsessively watched—Danielle grew into a tall, awkward, Sassy-loving
teenager who wore black eyeliner as lipstick and was struggling with the aftermath of her mother’s choices. But she also learned
that she had the strength and smarts to save herself, her grandmother gifting her a faith in her own capabilities that the world
would not have most Black girls possess. With humor, wit, and deep insight, Danielle shares how she grew up and grew wise—and
the lessons she’s carried from those days to these. In the process, she upends our conventional understanding of family and
redefines its boundaries to include the millions of people who share her story.
This stunning epic fantasy debut introduces two exciting new authors—and a world brimming with natural and man-made wonders,
extraordinary events, and a crisis that will test the mettle of men, the boundaries of magic, and the heart and soul of a kingdom.
Thanks to its elite Dragon Corps, the capital city of Volstov has all but won the hundred years’ war with its neighboring enemy, the
Ke-Han. The renegade airmen who fly the corps’s mechanical, magic-fueled dragons are Volstov’s greatest weapon. But now
one of its more unruly members is at the center of the city’s rumor mill, causing a distraction that may turn the tide of victory. With
Volstov immersed in a scandal that may have international repercussions, the Ke-Han devise an ingenious plan of attack. To
counter the threat, four ill-assorted heroes must converge to save the kingdom they love: an exiled magician, a naive country boy,
a young student—and the unpredictable ace airman who flies the city’s fiercest dragon, Havemercy. But on the eve of battle, these
courageous men will face something that could make the most formidable of warriors hesitate, the most powerful of magicians
weak, and the most unlikely of men allies in their quest to rise against it.... Filled with adventure and discovery, treachery and
betrayal, Havemercy is a thrill ride to the unexpected—and an unforgettable journey that will linger long after the fire of battle has
cleared
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A woman who longs to avoid risk at all cost learns that men who love danger are the most
exciting in this moving novel from New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel. After a carefree childhood, Mary Margaret
Kelly came of age in the shadow of grief. Her father, a dashing daredevil Air Force pilot, died when she was nine. Maggie saw her
mother struggle to put their lives back together. As the family moved from one city to the next, her mother warned her to beware of
daredevil men and avoid risk at all cost. Following her mother’s advice, and forgoing the magic of first love with a high school
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boyfriend who was too wild to feel safe, Maggie instead sought out all the things her mother had lost—a predictable partner, a
stable home, and a regular paycheck. She chose to marry a dependable, kind man who was a reliable husband and successful
accountant. Together they had a son and found happiness in a conventional suburban life. Until tragedy struck again. Now on her
own, feeling a sense of adventure for the first time, Maggie decides to face her fears, setting off on a whirlwind trip from San
Francisco to Rome, Paris, and Monaco. But when her travels reconnect her with the very same irresistible, thrill-seeking man
she’s spent thirty years trying to forget, Maggie becomes terrified that rushing into love and sharing his life may very well end in
disaster. But ultimately, while Maggie tries to outrun her fears and painful memories of her past, fate will surprise her in the most
astounding of ways, as she walks the tightrope between danger and courage, and between wisdom and love.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * In Danielle Steel's dazzling new novel, a young woman must overcome tremendous adversity
in her quest to find herself and achieve real happiness. Nicole "Coco" Martin is destined to have it all. As the only child of doting
and successful parents, she has been given every opportunity in life. Having inherited her mother's stunning beauty and creativity,
along with her father's work ethic and diligence, she has the world at her feet. Her graduation from Columbia is fast approaching,
and with it the summer job of her dreams working at a magazine. Between work, leisurely weekends at her family's home in
Southampton, and spending as much time as possible with her best friend, Sam, life couldn't be better--until tragedy strikes.
Coco's beloved parents are killed in a terrorist attack while on vacation in France. Now devastated and alone, Coco must find a
way to move forward and make her way in the world without the family she loved. Determined to forge her own path and make her
parents proud, Coco pursues her dreams, dazzled by exciting opportunities that come her way. Her goals are to think outside the
box--and always play by her own rules. As she finds herself drawn to charismatic, fascinating men, each relationship will teach
Coco new lessons, some delightful, some painful. She will come to realize what matters, and how strong she truly is--and in the
end, she will discover herself. Richly exploring one woman's poignant journey through life, All That Glitters is a compelling tale of
challenges, heartbreak, discovery, and triumph, a powerful reminder that all that glitters is not the essence of life. And what is truly
worth having was right there in our hands all along.
In this beguiling novel, Danielle Steel tells the story of three very different people, each of whom reaches a crucial turning point on
the same day—a time to blow out the candles, say goodbye to the past, and make a wish for the future. Valerie Wyatt is the queen
of gracious living. Since her long-ago divorce, she’s created a successful TV show and reached the pinnacle of her profession,
with a camera-ready life in her Fifth Avenue penthouse. So why is she so depressed? Because all the hours with her personal
trainer, hairdressers, and cosmetic surgeons can’t fudge the truth: Valerie is turning sixty. Valerie’s daughter, April, spends every
last ounce of her energy on her popular one-of-a-kind restaurant in downtown New York. She has no love life and no prospects.
Ready or not, though, April’s life is about to change, in a tumultuous transformation that begins the morning it hits her: She’s
thirty. And what does she have to show for it? Jack Adams is the most charismatic sports analyst on TV. Twelve years after
retiring from the NFL, he still has his pick of the most desirable twentysomething women. But Jack wakes up on his fiftieth
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birthday, his back thrown out of whack, feeling every year his age. In a novel brimming with warmth and insight, beginning on one
birthday and ending on another, Valerie, April, and Jack discover that life itself can be a celebration—and that its greatest gifts are
always a surprise. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Danielle Steel's Friends Forever.
Successful TV anchorwoman Madeleine hides the truth about her emotionally abusive marriage until she joins an anti-violence
group and falls in love with Bill, a diplomat who encourages her to become empowered. Reprint.
Danielle Steel sweeps us from a Manhattan courtroom to the Deep South in her powerful new novel—at once a behind-closeddoors look into the heart of a family and a tale of crime and punishment. Eleven years have passed since Alexa Hamilton left the
South behind, fleeing the pain of her ex-husband’s betrayal and the cruelty of his prominent Charleston family. Now an assistant
D.A. in Manhattan, Alexa has finally put her demons to rest, making a name for herself as a top prosecutor, handling the city’s
toughest cases while juggling her role as devoted single mom to a teenage daughter. But everything changes when Alexa is
handed her latest case: the trial of accused serial killer Luke Quentin. Sifting through mountains of forensic evidence, Alexa
prepares for a high-stakes trial…until threatening letters throw her private life into turmoil. The letters are addressed to her beautiful
seventeen-year-old daughter, Savannah, whom Alexa has been raising alone since her divorce. Alexa is certain that Quentin is
behind the letters—and that they are too dangerous to ignore. Suddenly she must make the toughest choice of all—and send her
daughter back to the very place she swore she would never return to: the place where her marriage ended in heartbreak…her exhusband’s world of southern tradition, memories of betrayal, and the antebellum charm of Charleston. Now, while Alexa’s trial
builds to a climax in New York, her daughter is settling into southern life, discovering a part of her family history and a father she
barely knows--from the ice-cold stepmother who stole him away to a fascinating ancestry and a half-sister and half-brothers she
comes to love. As secrets are exposed and old wounds are healed, Alexa and Savannah, after a season in different worlds, will
come together again—strengthened by the challenges they have faced, changed by the mysteries they have unraveled, and with
Savannah now at home in the southern world her mother fled. In this masterfully told tale, Danielle Steel creates a stunning array
of contrasts: from the gritty chaos of Manhattan’ s criminal court system to the seductive gentility of the South, from the rage of a
hardened criminal to the tender bond between a mother and daughter—and a loving father who has welcomed Savannah home at
last. A novel that will catch you off guard at every turn, Southern Lights is Danielle Steel at her electrifying best.
Offers recipes for a paleo diet, including Spanish frittata with chorizo, Korean beef noodle bowls, and lemon vanilla bean
macaroons.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Five children meet on the first day of kindergarten. In the years that follow, they become
friends and more than friends. Together, they will find strength, meet challenges, face life’s adventures, endure loss, face stark
realities, and open their hearts. In this moving novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel traces their
unforgettable journey—full of tests and trials—as three boys and two girls discover the vital bonds that will last a lifetime. FRIENDS
FOREVER Gabby, Billy, Izzie, Andy, and Sean—each bursting with their own personality, strikingly different looks and talents, in
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sports, science, and the arts. Each drawn by the magical spark of connection that happens to the young. At the exclusive Atwood
School, on a bright September day, starting in kindergarten they become an inseparable group known to outsiders as the Big Five.
In this rarefied world, five families grow closer, and five children bloom beside one another, unaware of the storms gathering
around them. As they turn from grade-schoolers to teenagers, seemingly perfect lives are buffeted by unraveling families,
unfortunate missteps, and losses and victories great and small. And, one by one, they turn back to the Big Five to regain their
footing and their steady course. But as they emerge from Atwood and enter the college years, the way forward is neither safe nor
clear. As their lives separate and diverge, the challenges and risks become greater, the losses sharper, and the right paths harder
to choose, in a journey of friendship, survival, and love. In what may be her most intricate and emotionally powerful novel yet,
Danielle Steel tells a heart-wrenching, ultimately triumphant story that spans decades, weaves together a vivid cast of characters,
and captures the challenges we face in life—sometimes, if we’re lucky, with a friend forever by our side. BONUS: This edition
includes an excerpt from Danielle Steel's First Sight.
Having missed much of her children's lives while she built a home-furnishings empire, Olivia Grayson arranges a family vacation in
the Mediterranean in the hopes of rekindling ties only to confront painful interpersonal dynamics and unexpected revelations.
Danielle Steel's forty-seventh bestselling novel is very much about the tides of our times, changes and responsibilities in the
workplace pull two people in different directions, sweeping them into new lives and changed worlds----. Irresistible Forces For
fourteen years, Steve and Meredith Whitman have sustained a marriage of passion and friendship - despite the demands of two allconsuming careers. Meredith, an investment banker, has achieved partnership in one of Wall Street's top firms. Steve A gifted
physician, chose an urban trauma ward over the big money he could have earned elsewhere. The only thing missing in their lives
is children. Steve longs for them. But Meredith keeps putting off motherhood, saying she isn't ready and doesn't have time. Not
yet. Especially now that she has been offered an extraordinary opportunity, a chance to reach for the brass ring - in San Francisco,
three thousand miles away. Meredith is thrilled and surprised when Steve urges her to accept a top position at an exciting young
high-tech company. Traditionally, men's careers forces families to move to new cities, compelling their wives to abandon friends,
home, and lives to follow. But Steve is more than willing to uproot himself. Saying he'll join her as he can find a new job himself,
they can begin their family at last. Neither Steve nor Meredith had reckoned on the frustrations of a bi-coastal marriage, as Steve's
job keeps him in New York for months longer than planned. Weekends together, their lifeline, fall prey to their hectic schedules.
Alone in San Francisco, Meredith is spending long hours at the office with her boss, charismatic entrepreneur Callan Dow. Steve
working late shifts at the hospital, grabbing an occasional dinner with a new colleague, a doctor raising a daughter on her own.
Almost unnoticed, Steve and Meredith have begun living separate lives in increasingly separate worlds. And despite the best of
intentions, irresistible forces begin to tear their lives and hearts apart. With unerring insight, Danielle Steel explores what happens
when lives that fit together like delicately balanced puzzles are shifted, changed, and drift apart. Only time can tell who and what
they will become as life sweeps them onward and deposits them on new, sometimes frightening, and often exciting shores. Who
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survives, is at the core of Irresistible Forces.
44 Charles StreetA NovelDell Publishing Company
«Una historia dulce sobre el triunfo del amor, la amistad y las segundas oportunidades.» Publishers Weekly Francesca Thayer es
copropietaria de una galería de arte y de una casa antigua en el Village neoyorquino. Ambos proyectos los inició con Todd, su
pareja durante años. Ahora que la relación ha terminado, Francesca deberá decidir si lo vende todo o hace frente a los pagos ella
sola. Finalmente su padre la ayudará a sacar adelante la galería, pero para mantener la casa, tendrá que alquilar tres de sus
habitaciones. Entre los inquilinos se creará un ambiente familiar y hogareño que los unirá cada vez más. Y Francesca se dará
cuenta de que, en contra de lo que ella creía, su corazón sigue latiendo con más fuerza que antes, en el momento más
insospechado y por la persona que menos se espera. Reseñas: «Este libro es puro Danielle Steel porque contiene mucha
emoción, amistad, amor, ruptura, tragedia y peligro. Sus incontables fans lo devorarán.» Booklist
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Danielle Steel follows a talented and creative woman as she launches her first television
series, helping to recruit an unforgettable cast that will bring a dramatic family saga to the screen. Kait Whittier has built her
magazine column into a hugely respected read followed by fans across the country. She loves her work and adores her grown
children, treasuring the time they spend together. But after two marriages, she prefers to avoid the complications and uncertainties
of a new love. Then, after a chance meeting with Zack Winter, a television producer visiting Manhattan from Los Angeles,
everything changes. Inspired by the true story of her own indomitable grandmother, Kait creates the storyline for a TV series. And
when she shares her work with Zack, he is impressed and decides to make this his next big-budget project. Within weeks, Kait is
plunged into a colorful world of actors and industry pros who will bring her vision to life. A cool, competent director. An eccentric
young screenwriter. A world-famous actress coping with private tragedy. A reclusive grande dame from Hollywood’s Golden Age.
A sizzling starlet whose ego outstrips her abilities. L.A.’s latest “bad boy” actor, whose affairs are setting the city on fire. An
unknown ingénue with outsized talent. And a rugged, legendary leading man. As secrets are shared, the cast becomes a second
family for Kait. But in the midst of this charmed year, she is suddenly forced to confront the greatest challenge a mother could ever
know. The strength of women—across generations and among friends, colleagues, and family—takes center stage in this irresistible
novel, as all-too-real people find the courage to persevere in life’s drama of heartbreak and joy.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Smart, likable Bernie Fine was the wonder boy of Wolff’s, New York’s most glamorous
department store. A senior VP on the way up, he arrives in San Francisco to open a West Coast store. His career is skyrocketing,
but his life lacks a center. When he looks into the wide, innocent eyes of five-year-old Jane O’Reilly, and then into the equally
enchanting eyes of her mother, Liz, Bernie knows he has found what he has been looking for. Bernie thought he had found love to
last a lifetime, but when Liz is stricken with cancer, time becomes painfully short. Alone with two children, Bernie must face the
loss and learn that life has other fine things to offer.

In her 55th bestselling novel, Danielle Steel explores the seasons of an extraordinary friendship, weaving the story of
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three couples, lifelong friends, for whom a month’s holiday in St. Tropez becomes a summer of change, revelation,
secrets, surprises, and new beginnings . . . As Diana Morrison laid the table for six at her elegant Central Park apartment,
there was no warning of what was to come. Spending New Year’s Eve together was a sacred tradition for Diana, her
husband of thirty-two years, Eric, and their best friends, Pascale and John Donnally and Anne and Robert Smith. The
future looked rosy as the long-time friends sipped champagne and talked of renting a villa together in the South of France
the following summer. But life had other plans . . . Just two weeks after New Year’s, tragedy strikes the heart of their
close circle, as Robert Smith suffers a sudden, unexpected loss. Without hesitation, Diana and Eric, Pascale and John
rally to his side, united in their support, love, and shared grief. Convinced that a change of scenery is just what Robert
needs, they urge him to join them on the Riviera in August. But as they soon discover, the ramshackle old mansion they
rented in St. Tropez--sight unseen--is far different from the exquisite villa and sun-drenched gardens touted in the
brochure. Cobwebs hang from the ceiling. Beds collapse beneath them. All while a would-be housekeeper in a leopardskin bikini and six-inch heels sashays through the house with a trio of yapping poodles at her heels. But the biggest
surprise of all is the woman Robert invites to the villa as his guest--a lovely, much-younger film actress with mile-long
legs and a million-dollar smile. Diana and Pascale hate her on sight. But the men are dazzled. And amid the crumbling
furniture and the glorious sunsets, the strained relationships and the acts of forgiveness, more surprises are in store for
the villa’s occupants. With the last days of summer fast approaching, each couple finds themselves changing in
unexpected ways, as old wounds are healed, new love discovered, and miracles unfold...all beneath the dazzling sun of
St. Tropez. By turns wise and moving, heartbreaking and wickedly funny, Danielle Steel’s new novel is about forgiving
without forgetting, about the sorrow that shadows our lives and the hope that saves us. And it is about once-in-a-lifetime
friendships . . .the kind that heal, sustain, and change us forever.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In Danielle Steel’s remarkable new novel, one of her most memorable characters
comes to terms with unfinished business and long-buried truths as the mother of three very different daughters with three
singular fathers. As a young intern at an art gallery in Paris, Isabelle McAvoy meets Putnam Armstrong, wealthy, gentle,
older, and secluded from the world. Isabelle’s relationship with Putnam, and her time at his château on the Normandy
coast, are the stuff of dreams. But it turns real when she becomes pregnant, for she knows that marriage is out of the
question. When Isabelle returns to New York, she enters a new relationship that she hopes will be more stable and
traditional. But she soon realizes she has made a terrible mistake and again finds herself a single mother. With two
young daughters and no husband, Isabelle finally and unexpectedly finds happiness and a love that gives her a third
child, a baby as happy as her beloved father. And yet, once again, life brings dramatic changes. The three girls grow up
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to be very different women, and Isabelle’s relationship with each of them is unique. While raising her girls alone, Isabelle
also begins building a career as a successful art consultant. Then one final turn of fate brings a past secret to light, bonds
mother and daughters closer, and turns a challenge into a blessing.
Galeriehoudster Francesca Thayer woont in een prachtig huis op Charles Street 44. Als haar relatie stukloopt is ze de
wanhoop nabij: ze staat er alleen voor en moet een gigantische hypotheek afbetalen. Ze besluit huisgenoten te zoeken
en al gauw dienen zich kandidaten aan. Hoewel die allemaal heel verschillend zijn, bieden ze haar hun
onvoorwaardelijke vriendschap. Zo herstelt Francesca langzaam van haar verdriet. Maar zal ze zich ook open kunnen
stellen voor een nieuwe relatie?
After the wedding of Diana Goode and Andrew Douglas, Diana teases that they will make a baby on their honeymoon.
But long afterward, she is still not pregnant. As Diana and Andrew wait out each month only to be bitterly disappointed,
they are forced to question just how much they are willing to go through to have a baby. Charlie Winwood dreams of a
house filled with children. His bride, party-girl actress Barbie Mason, has other ideas. When he discovers he is sterile,
Charlie has to rethink his deepest values -- and his marriage to a woman who shares none of his dreams. After ten years
of living together, Pilar Graham, a prominent Santa Barbara attorney, marries Judge Brad Coleman, who is nineteen
years her senior and father of two grown children. They are happy with their comfortable life together, à deux, until Pilar
begins to wonder if she will someday regret not having a baby with Brad. Are they crazy to begin now -- with Brad about
to become a grandfather and Pilar with a busy career, and in her early forties, possibly putting herself at risk? Through
the lives of these couples, Danielle Steel shows us the mixed blessingswe face as we build our families and live our
modern lives. She touches us with the triumphant people who prevail, their victories, their defeats, their tragedies and
joys, their compromises, their lives.
Taking in three boarders at her turn-of-the-century West Village townhouse, a woman forges ties with strangers who
become friends--and then, like family--as each shares respective stories about lives shaped by contemporary issues.
Reprint. A New York Times best-seller.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Against the electrifying backdrop of the 1960s, Danielle Steel unveils the gripping
chronicle of a young woman discovering a passion for justice and of the unsung heroes she encounters on her quest to
fight the good fight. The daughter and granddaughter of prominent Manhattan lawyers, Meredith McKenzie is destined for
the best of everything: top schools, elite social circles, the perfect marriage. Spending her childhood in Germany as her
father prosecutes Nazi war criminals at the Nuremberg trials, Meredith soaks up the conflict between good and evil as it
plays out in real time. When her family returns to the United States, she begins blazing her own trail, swimming against
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the tides, spurred on by her freethinking liberal grandfather, determined to become a lawyer despite her traditional,
conservative father’s objections. She rebels against her parents’ expectations for her debutante ball and other
conventions. She forges a lifelong friendship with a young German Jewish woman whose family died in the concentration
camps. And while her grandfather rises to the Supreme Court, Meredith enlists in the most pressing causes of her time,
fighting for civil rights and an end to the Vietnam War. From the bright morning of JFK’s inauguration, through the
tumultuous years that follow as America hurtles toward the twin assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr. and Bobby
Kennedy, Meredith joins the vanguard of a new generation of women, breaking boundaries socially, politically, and
professionally. But when the violence of the era strikes too close to home, her once tightly knit family must survive a
devastating loss and rethink their own values and traditions in light of the times. Encompassing the remarkable people
Meredith meets, the historic events she witnesses, and the sacrifices she must make, this is the story of a woman
changing her world as she herself is changed by it. Beautifully told, brimming with unforgettable moments and characters,
The Good Fight is an inspiring, uplifting novel with resonance for our own time.
Now a Starz® Original Series "Utterly convincing and engrossing---totally thought-through and frequently hilarious....Even
this aging, jaded, attention-deficit-disordered critic was blown away." --Lev Grossman, Time Myfanwy Thomas awakens
in a London park surrounded by dead bodies. With her memory gone, she must trust the instructions left by her former in
order to survive. She quickly learns that she is a Rook, a high-level operative in a secret agency that protects the world
from supernatural threats. But there is a mole inside the organization, and this person wants her dead. Battling to save
herself, Myfanwy will encounter a person with four bodies, a woman who can enter her dreams, children transformed into
deadly fighters, and terrifyingly vast conspiracy. Suspenseful and hilarious, THE ROOK is an outrageously imaginative
thriller for readers who like their espionage with a dollop of purple slime.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Comprehensive, enlightening, and terrifyingly timely.”—The New York Times Book
Review (Editors' Choice) WINNER OF THE GOLDSMITH BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR THE LIONEL GELBER
PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • Time • Foreign Affairs •
WBUR • Paste Donald Trump’s presidency has raised a question that many of us never thought we’d be asking: Is our
democracy in danger? Harvard professors Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt have spent more than twenty years
studying the breakdown of democracies in Europe and Latin America, and they believe the answer is yes. Democracy no
longer ends with a bang—in a revolution or military coup—but with a whimper: the slow, steady weakening of critical
institutions, such as the judiciary and the press, and the gradual erosion of long-standing political norms. The good news
is that there are several exit ramps on the road to authoritarianism. The bad news is that, by electing Trump, we have
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already passed the first one. Drawing on decades of research and a wide range of historical and global examples, from
1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela, to the American South during Jim Crow, Levitsky and
Ziblatt show how democracies die—and how ours can be saved. Praise for How Democracies Die “What we desperately
need is a sober, dispassionate look at the current state of affairs. Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, two of the most
respected scholars in the field of democracy studies, offer just that.”—The Washington Post “Where Levitsky and Ziblatt
make their mark is in weaving together political science and historical analysis of both domestic and international
democratic crises; in doing so, they expand the conversation beyond Trump and before him, to other countries and to the
deep structure of American democracy and politics.”—Ezra Klein, Vox “If you only read one book for the rest of the year,
read How Democracies Die. . . .This is not a book for just Democrats or Republicans. It is a book for all Americans. It is
nonpartisan. It is fact based. It is deeply rooted in history. . . . The best commentary on our politics, no contest.”—Michael
Morrell, former Acting Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (via Twitter) “A smart and deeply informed book about
the ways in which democracy is being undermined in dozens of countries around the world, and in ways that are perfectly
legal.”—Fareed Zakaria, CNN
The incomparable Steel breaks new ground in her latest "New York Times" bestseller as she takes readers to 19thcentury England, where a highborn young woman is forced out into the world and begins a journey of survival, sensuality,
and long-sought justice.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this riveting novel, Danielle Steel explores a high-profile affair that reverberates
throughout an entire family, from the wounded wife to her husband—torn between two women—to the wife’s close-knit
sisters and their mother. When Rose McCarthy’s staff at Mode magazine pitches a cover shoot with Hollywood’s hottest
young actress, the actress’s sizzling affair with a bestselling French author is exposed. The author happens to be
Rose’s son-in-law, which creates a painful dilemma for her. Her daughter Nadia, a talented interior designer, has been
struggling to hold her marriage together, and conceal the truth from their young daughters, her family, and the world. But
Nicolas, her straying husband, is blinded by passion for a younger woman—and not only that, she is pregnant with his
child. Nadia’s three sisters close ranks around her, flying to Paris from Los Angeles and New York to lend support and
offer their widely divergent advice. Athena, a jovial celebrity chef with her own TV show in Los Angeles, is leery of
marriage. Olivia, a stern conservative New York superior court judge, is haunted by a shocking secret of her own.
Venetia, a zany fashion designer, happily married with three kids, has the gentlest, most realistic point of view. Despite
their well-meaning advice, Nadia needs to figure out what she herself thinks, and what to do next. The Affair is about the
painful journey to discover who you are, what you want, and how much forgiveness and compromise you are capable of
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in order to be loved. It’s about finding yourself at the crossroads of life when everything is on the line. It’s about the hard
lessons we are forced to learn about others and ourselves. Right up until its final twist, this gripping novel is full of
powerful insights about who we love, how much—and even how much we love ourselves.
A mother and daughter confront respective challenges, cope with celebrity and work through tragedy while maintaining
an idyllic facade to the outside world.
Growing up desolate under the eye of a resentful great aunt on an Iowa farm, Marie-Ange Hawkins dreams of returning
to the French chateau where she lived before she had been orphaned, but when she finally does so, she learns a
devastating truth. Reprint.
America’s #1 bestseller! There are some places you visit, and some places you never leave behind. Danielle Steel’s
new novel follows a devoted father and the daughter he raises in the fascinating upstairs-downstairs world of a
glamorous Manhattan hotel. HOTEL VENDÔME The hotel was old, run-down. But to Swiss-born hotelier Hugues Martin,
it is a rough diamond tucked away on a quiet New York City street. So Hugues scrapes together everything he has to
purchase the building—and transforms it into one of the world’s finest luxury hotels. Under Hugues’s exacting
supervision, the Hotel Vendôme is soon renowned for its unparalleled service and discretion—the ideal refuge for the rich
and famous—and a perfect home for Hugues’s family, until his young wife abandons him, leaving Hugues the single
parent to their four-year-old daughter. Still, Heloise grows up happily amid a colorful milieu of celebrities, socialites,
politicians, world travelers, and the countless hotel employees who all adore her. As the years pass and unexpected
challenges arise, Hugues and the hotel are the center of Heloise’s life. She longs to follow in her father’s footsteps and
one day run the Hotel Vendôme. The lessons she learns at his side will carry her through it all, illuminating a story no
reader will forget. Welcome to the Hotel Vendôme. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Danielle Steel's Sins of
the Mother.
McGuire, The Algiers Motel Incident is a powerful indictment of racism and the US justice system.
In this spellbinding blend of suspense and human drama, Danielle Steel tells a powerful and unusual story of one
woman’s journey from darkness into light, as she fights to escape a mesmerizing sociopath who holds her in his thrall. . .
. Top photographer Hope Dunne has known joy and heartbreak, and finds serenity through the lens of her camera.
Content in her SoHo loft, she isn’t looking for a man or excitement. But these things find her when she flies to London to
photograph one of the world’s most celebrated writers. Finn O’Neill exudes warmth and a boyish charm. Enormously
successful, he is a perfect counterpoint to Hope’s quiet, steady grace—and he’s taken instantly by her. He courts her as
no one ever has before, whisking her away to his palatial, isolated Irish estate. Hope finds it all, and him, irresistible. But
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soon cracks begin to appear in his stories: Gaps in his history, a few innocent lies, and bouts of jealousy unnerve her.
Suddenly Hope is both in love and deeply in doubt, and ultimately frightened of the man she loves. Is it possible that this
adoring man is hiding something even worse? The spell cast by a brilliant sociopath has her trapped in his web, too
confused and dazzled to escape, as he continues to tighten his grip on her. Danielle Steel delivers an unforgettable tale
of danger and obsessive love, as she explores the dark secrets that sometimes lurk just below the surface of ordinary
lives, writing about men and women and their courage to prevail even in the face of evil.
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